Communicating health a culture centered approach (Read Only)

the culture centred approach offered in this book argues that communication theorizing ought to locate culture at the centre of the communication process such that the theories are contextually embedded and co constructed through dialogue with the cultural participants the discussions in the book situate health communication within local contexts by looking at identities meanings and experiences of health among community members and locating them in the realm of the structures that constitute health the culturecentred approach foregrounds the voices of cultural members in the co constructions of health risks and in the articulation of health problems facing communities ultimately the book provides theoretical and practical suggestions for developing a culture centred understanding of health communication processes an in depth exploration of taking culture inclusive perspectives for practice theory and research in music therapy part one outlines premises for the argument examining basic concepts such as culture humankind meaning musicking and the nature nurture debate part two highlights how culture centered music therapy may be practiced in part three implications for describing and understanding music therapy are discussed including a chapter on how to define music therapy as practice discipline and profession a culture inclusive model of the music therapy process is also proposed part four suggests approaches to music therapy research within a culture centered context integrated marketing communications in risk and crisis contexts is part of the lexington books integrated marketing communication imc series the authors present a culture centered model for examining risk and crisis communication within the context of imc to provide a more robust understanding of myriad cultural variables affecting the perception of risk and crisis messages and the means by which these messages are processed by particular publics particularly multicultural and international groups while the conceptualization of what constitutes imc has been broad from the perspective of risk and crisis communication the focus is quite specific all communication and messages created and disseminated in a risk or crisis situation must be carefully created and strategically presented if the intended outcomes associated with the publics responses are to be realized by the sender of the messages drawing on the culture centered approach cca this book re imagines culture as a site for resisting the neocolonial framework of neoliberal governmentality culture emerged in the 20th century as a conceptual tool for resisting the hegemony of west centric interventions in development disrupting the assumptions that form the basis of development this turn to culture offered radical possibilities for decolonizing social change but in response neocolonial development institutions incorporated culture into their strategic framework while simultaneously deploying political and economic power to silence transformative threads this rise of culture as development corresponded with the global rise of neo liberal governmentality incorporating culture as a tool for globally reproducing the logic of capital using examples of transformative social change interventions this book emphasizes the role of culture as a site for resisting capitalism and imagining rights based sustainable and socialist futures in particular it attends to culture as the basis for socialist organizing in activist and party politics in doing so culture participation and social change offers a framework of inter linkage between marxist analyses of capital and cultural analyses of colonialism it concludes with an anti colonial framework that re imagines the academe as a site of activist interventions hidden messages in culture centered counseling offers the first comprehensive overview of the triad training model for counselor education first introduced by paul b pedersen about twenty years ago this model has been widely used across counseling and counselor education programs both in university settings and in continuing education workshops the theory behind the triad training model has been touched on in other literature but nowhere has it been brought together and presented in a unified format in this text he presents the theoretical underpinnings of the model drawing from counseling but also social psychology and other fields also shown are the major applications of the model in counselor training and education some of the nontraditional applications and a demonstration of its flexibility to a wide range of professional practical clinical and academic contexts pedersen offers a wide ranging review of the key literature on the model its applications and the various theoretical currents from which it derives this practical guide for developing and using culture centered counseling and interviewing skills is appropriate for students teachers and professionals in schools colleges and clinics pedersen advances an active approach to breaking down cultural barriers in the interest of accurate diagnosis and treatment he emphasises that cultural understanding can be used as a tool of accuracy indispensable to the practice of good counselling culturally competent group leadership begins with communication microskills and the ability to predict group members responses competence in multiple approaches to group process awareness that all groupwork is multicultural and group strategies stages and multiple theories effective group leadership begins with communication skills students will learn and master the specific microskills of group leadership and how they affect group process and equally important they will discover that they can anticipate how individuals and the group will respond to their interventions understanding of group process students will learn how to observe groups from multiple perspectives and then integrate that knowledge into the here and now of their own group work multicultural awareness all group work is multicultural students will examine their own cultural heritage and multiple identities of race ethnicity gender religion and spirituality age sexual orientation national origin socioeconomic status physical and mental abilities multiple group strategies integrated into the here and now students will learn and master the stages of the group session with special attention to confrontation and challenge they will learn to manage task groups and pscyhoeducational
training they will discover basic strategies of person centered theme centered cognitive behavioral and consciousness raising groups this book focuses on reproductive justice through a culturally centered and intersectional lens the autoethnographic nature of each chapter allows contributors to unpack issues surrounding reproductive justice from their perspectives and allows readers to look towards understanding the issue from a personal and structural level an intellectual journey into the theory of culture drawing on detailed analyses of myths that were tape recorded in amerindian languages and settings comparisons of distinct versions collected over time the actual mechanisms of ritual and ceremony and other discourse activity annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or human centered leadership in healthcare is a new leadership model based on the theory of complex systems it addresses the requirement for healthcare organizations to develop environments that produce market leading outcomes which demonstrate value for patients since healthcare is a human centric industry it requires care for the leaders the staff and the patients the human centered leadership model embraces the leader s focus on self care and mindfulness while simultaneously focusing outward on others the leader at the center adopts the attributes of the awakener the connector and the upholder which result in practices leading to sustained quality outcomes patient and staff satisfaction and a healthy work environment these practices and outcomes can be described as cultures of excellence trust and caring the human centered leader in healthcare understands that it starts with you but it s not about you kay kennedy lucy leclere and susan p campis goal for human centered leadership in healthcare is to develop the people who lead the people who care for the people the apa psychotherapy videotape series lets you watch some of the country s top psychotherapists in unscripted unrehearsed and wholly spontaneous sessions demonstrating the techniques and interventions that spring from different orientations for in depth information about apa videos visit apa org videos over recent years many new technologies have been introduced to drive the digital transformation in the building maintenance industry the current trend in digital evolution involves data driven decision making which opens new opportunities for an energy centered maintenance model artificial intelligence and machine learning are helping the maintenance team to get to the next level of maintenance intelligence to provide real time early warning of abnormal equipment performance this edition follows the same methodology as the first it provides detailed descriptions of the latest technologies associated with artificial intelligence and machine learning which enable data driven decision making processes about the equipment s operation and maintenance technical topics discussed in the book include different maintenance types and the need for energy centered maintenance the centered maintenance model energy centered maintenance process measures of equipment and maintenance efficiency and effectiveness data driven energy centered maintenance model digitally enabled energy centered maintenance tasks artificial intelligence and machine learning in energy centered maintenance model capabilities and analytics rules building management system schematics the book contains a detailed description of the digital transformation process of most of the maintenance inspection tasks as they move away from being manually triggered the book is aimed at building operators as well as those building automation companies who are working continuously to digitalize building operation and maintenance procedures the benefits are reductions in the equipment failure rate improvements in equipment reliability increases in equipment efficiency and extended equipment lifespan student centered oral history explores the overlaps of culturally relevant teaching student centered teaching and oral history to demonstrate how this method empowers students especially those from historically underrepresented communities with tangible tools like lesson plans and reflection sheets available to download as esources from the book s website each interactive chapter is applicable to classrooms and age groups across the globe educators from all levels of experience will benefit from step by step guides and lesson plans all organized around guiding questions these lessons coach students and educators from start to finish through a student centered oral history background research historical context cultivating a culture of consent analysis promotion and gratitude are among the many lessons taught beyond writing questions and interviewing with a specific focus on the ethics influencing a teacher s role as guide and grader of a student centered oral history this book also highlights successful approaches across the world of students and teachers discovering oral history these examples reveal how student centered oral history empowers academic achievement radicalizes knowledge develops relationships and promotes community engagement this book is a useful tool for any students and scholars interested in oral history in an educational setting your straightforward resource for coaching partnerships that focus on student learning teaching in today s classrooms is different so why shouldn t coaching strategies evolve too shift the conversation from teacher shoulds to innovative systems and structures that build lasting student success this powerful follow up to diane sweeney s student centered coaching a guide for k 8 coaches and principals is a strategy packed roadmap to dynamic teacher coach collaborations in middle and high schools written for coaches who work with secondary teachers in all content areas student centered coaching at the secondary level offers rich case studies and practical tips and tools coaches and administrators get real world specifics on core practices for tackling the unique challenges of coaching across a variety of content areas at the secondary level extending coaching to teams of teachers rather than just individuals using standards such as the common core to coach toward specific goals for student learning embedding formative assessments into coaching conversations moving past teacher resistance working in tandem with principals to ensure that coaching accomplishes the goal of increased student learning with graphic organizers planning matrices and other valuable resources this step by step guide is your ultimate roadmap to coaching success by focusing coaching on student learning rather than on fixing teachers you can make a measurable impact on student achievement this book provides both veteran and novice instructional coaches and school leaders with practical tips and tools they can use to move instructional coaching from focusing on teacher behavior to focusing on student learning it offers strategies to help demonstrate the direct impact that coaching has on student achievement deborah mitchell new teacher induction coordinator merced union high school district merced ca in a time of globally changing environments and economic challenges many institutions of higher education are attempting to reform by promoting standardization approaches meaning centered education explores the counter tide for an alternative vision of education where students and instructors engage in open meaning making processes and self organizing educational practices in
one contributed volume meaning centered education provides a comprehensive introduction to current scholarship and pedagogical practice on meaning centered education. International contributors explore how modern educational scholars and practitioners all around the world are implementing a comprehensive framework that supports meaning making in a classroom. This edited collection is a valuable resource for higher education faculty and scholars interested in renewing the deep purposes of higher education. Dr. Pedersen discusses with Jon Carlson the competencies needed in culture centered counseling and conducts a counseling session with a young Hispanic woman as we dive deep into the humanistic paradigm in society and in business. The models and narrative of business must change; the human-centric dynamic places people at the center of sustainable value creation. Therefore, leaders must shine the light on talent and people the book co-creating talent and human centered organizations. Organization development OD perspectives is an elaboration of the concepts to developing talent masters and build high value organizations through cultivating enduring human capabilities and tapping into our collective capacities based on the OD field's fundamental values. The focus is therefore on enhancing the capacity of leaders to build resilient organizations. The book is informed by the realization that most organizational routines and boundaries inhibit and deplete enduring human capabilities and tendencies recognizing that organizations are open, organizational systems. The book creates space for readers, leaders, managers, and OD professionals to continually reframe their cognitive and emotional frameworks towards high value organizational cultures that would help co-create sustainable futures leveraging on the informal interpretations, impressions, insights, and interventions of organization development OD tacit knowledge and deep smarts. This book focuses on concepts targeted at charting the talent journey, identify cultural gaps in the workforce, modernize the learning development architecture, and enhancing intentional change effort and purposeful enactment across all organizational members. The book leverages on organization development OD science, theory practices, and values and the role of appreciative leadership in developing talent in contemporary organizations. Whole system thinking and co-creation of possibilities are central principles in this book. The book is informed by the increasing need for organizations to holistically prioritize the talent agenda and continuously drive competitiveness and performance through workforce optimization approaches. This is necessitated by the emergence of multi-generational workforce, the pervasive impact of technology, increasing talent mobility shifts towards increased reliability on virtual teams, and the effects of globalization on the talent landscape. This book explores a more human-centered development pathway associated with the ideological shift from quantity to quality growth in the new era of Chinese urbanization sustainable urban and rural planning should be people centered and concerned about urban rural coordination. The authors argue that successful urban and rural development in China should promote social equity culture diversity, economic prosperity, and sustainable built form. This book prompts Chinese urbanists to reconsider and explore a sustainable and people first planning approach with Chinese characteristics. The breadth and depth of this book is of particular interest to the faculty members, students, practitioners, and the general public who are interested in subjects like urban and regional planning, rural planning, housing, and community development infrastructure planning, climate change, and ecological planning. The book provides environmental planning, social equity, and beyond. This book dealing with human centered urban planning and development, rural planning, and urban rural coordination in China is part of a 2 volume set. Volume II discusses human centered urban design and placemaking. Human activities and urban mobility student centered coaching will change the conversation about coaching in this country. Sweeney shows us how vital it is to focus our coaching efforts on the ultimate beneficiary: the student. Elihu Oliver Keene author and consultant, is an excellent resource that should be on the bookshelf of every principal and instructional coach. Roberto Pamas Principal O.W. Holmes Middle School Alexandria VA improve student outcomes with data driven coaching. Student centered coaching is grounded in a simple but powerful premise. School-based coaching can be designed to directly impact student learning when the focus is shifted from fixing teachers to collaborating with them in designing instruction that targets student achievement coaching becomes both more respectful and results based. The book also underscores the critical role of the principal in developing systems and structures for supporting teacher development and fostering a culture of learning. Each chapter includes a model for designing and implementing student centered coaching data driven coaching tools and techniques focused on student learning. A framework for measuring the coaching's impact specific practices for leading a student centered coaching effort also included are exercises designed to promote coach and principal collaboration giving them essential tools for enhancing student achievement. Find out what happens when companies stop competing and start collaborating. Off-centered leadership considers an innovative approach to business by exploring what happens when companies stop competing and start collaborating both externally in the marketplace and internally in building a culture of communication trust and alignment. Brimming with lessons on entrepreneurship and culture from the founder of Dogfish Head craft brewery, one of the fastest growing independent breweries in the country, members of his leadership team and external mentors from the worlds of business and art this game changing text turns competition on its head by showcasing how competing organizations can work together and with other local businesses to reach a common goal. The text dives into how Dogfish Head has blazed a new trail through the development of a revolutionary business model that has called upon musicians, community organizations, and even other breweries to keep product development fresh and create engaging customer experiences. This book documents and addresses the growing pains a company experiences as it evolves from the awkward early start up years into a mid-sized sustainable company. With hundreds of co-workers, Calagione is candid in sharing his personal leadership challenges and success, and calls on other seasoned vets inside and outside the company who inform and influence the journey of growth and creative expression. Dogfish Head is on this book is rich with practical information entrepreneurs and business people can apply to their own professional journeys. Competition has long been the name of the game in the business world, but what if there was a different way to approach business? The collaboration over competition approach to business has been proven to foster positivity, productivity, and ultimately success by partnering with your competition instead of trying to outsell them? You could actually create a memorable customer experience that will have people coming back for more internally as well. The Dogfish approach has evolved and is not traditional org chart driven top-down leadership.
calagione shared the challenges of evolving from a founder driven entrepreneurial company where he was the sole creative and strategic director into a more collaborative collective where he is now one of many creative and strategic voices in the company discover the methods and approaches dogfish head has used to grow a rich diverse leadership team and evolve from a company bashing decisions on the gut and whims of a founder to one with a more robust holistic strategic approach in a way that allows them to stay creative and maintain their irreverent off centered culture discover how ditching your competitive nature and embracing collaboration can allow you to better serve your customers explore innovative solutions to the challenges that today s businesses face consider how your company can grow through the collaboration over competition business model leverage the experiences of other companies to truly understand how collaboration can contribute to your business success off centered leadership is a groundbreaking book that explores the power of collaboration within the business world far from being a how to manual for a certain model of planting this book is designed to inform your thinking and working to bring a christ centered spirit empowered socially responsible church to your unique context taking into account the scriptures unique calling your unique wiring and the demands of the host culture this book will serve as a helpful guide as you develop a biblical contextual and authentic philosophy of ministry for the new church today s most prominent thought leaders weigh in on the learning paradigm calling for institutional change and responsibility for learning positive outcomes this book helps leaders develop structures and processes that allow for more flexibility and creativity explore all facets of the learning paradigm from developing a change receptive environment and engaging constituencies to strategic planning governance and more human beings have vast resources for social personal and spiritual growth this project presents some of the thoughts ideas and notions of writers who have dedicated themselves to an approach that facilitates the emergence of the self that one truly is the differing perspectives reflect a deep commitment to a process that is in many ways indefinable yet each writer presents a snapshot of a process that is incredible to behold and witness the american way of producing health is failing it continues to rank very low among developed countries on our most vital need to live a long and healthy life despite the well intentioned actions on the part of government life sciences and technology the most important resource for achieving our full health potential is ourselves this book is about how you can do so and how others can help you dwight mcneill introduces person centered health analytics pcha and shows how you can use it to master five everyday behaviors that cause and perpetuate most chronic diseases using person centered health analytics to live longer combines deep insight a comprehensive framework and practical tools for living longer and healthier lives it offers a clear path forward for both individuals and stakeholders including providers payers health promotion companies technology innovators government and analytics practitioners as a contribution to the emerging healthcare quality movement patient advocacy for healthcare quality strategies for achieving patient centered care is distinct from any others of its kind in its focus on the consumer s perspective and in its emphasis on how advocacy can influence change at multiple social levels this introductory volume synthesizes patient advocacy from a multi level approach and is an ideal text for graduate and professional students in schools of public health nursing and social work the 13th international conference on human computer interaction hci international 2009 was held in san diego california usa july 19 24 2009 jointly with the symposium on human interface japan 2009 the 8th international conference on engineering psychology and cognitive ergonomics the 5th international conference on universal access in human computer interaction the third international conference on virtual and mixed reality the third international conference on internati alization design and global development the third international conference on online communities and social computing the 5th international conference on augmented cognition the second international conference on digital human modeling and the first international conference on human centered design a total of 4 348 individuals from academia research institutes industry and gove mental agencies from 73 countries submitted contributions and 1 397 papers that were judged to be of high scientific quality were included in the program these papers dress the latest research and development efforts and highlight the human aspects of the design and use of computing systems the papers accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the entire field of human computer interaction addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of application areas translators want to take their readers into account but traditional translation theory does not offer much advice on how to do that user centered translation uct offers practical tools and methods to help empower translators to act for their readers this book will help readers to create mental models such as personas test translations with usability testing methods carry out reception research including assignments case studies and real life scenarios ranging from the translation of user instructions and eu texts to literary and audiovisual translation this is an essential guide for students translators and researchers traditionally internationalization efforts in higher education have been rooted in neo liberal transactional models that restrict or compromise the space for meaningful exchanges of socio cultural capital recently researchers and practitioners in the international education field have taken issue with programming and practices in education abroad international student recruitment and internationalization of the curricula that perpetuate systems of imbalance fossilize prejudices adversely impact host communities abroad and limit student learning to the confines of the western epistemological traditions as a result scholars and practitioners are creating new paradigms for engagement and exchange people centered approaches toward the internationalization of higher education is an essential scholarly publication that examines the praxis of internationalization in higher education with empirical research and relevant models of practice that approach the topic critically and responsibly the book innovates and re humanizes internationalization efforts including education abroad international recruitment international scholar and student services and internationalization of curriculum by focusing on the people and communities touched intentionally and unintentionally by said efforts it is ideal for higher education faculty education professionals academic advisors academicians administrators curriculum designers researchers and students drawing on historical writings about mental health consultation and on contemporary research and theory jonathan sandoval lucidly explains the consultee centered approach to consultation the book provides an expert foundation on which to build a training program for future school based consultants written for graduate students in school psychology counseling
psychology special education and social work this book is an invaluable resource for mental health professionals working in schools who wish to upgrade their professional skills and grow as reflective practitioners. Individual chapters describe different stages in the consultation process outline the processes characterized in each stage. Detail useful consultant skills review pertinent research discuss the ethical principles underlying practice and suggest self-monitoring questions for students consultants featuring a step by step developmental model of the consultee centered consultation process this book encourages consultants to prioritize those characteristics that contribute to a consultee’s work difficulty in addition to assessing the client more generally by detailing this unique approach this concise volume provides an applicable contextualized and strategic form of consultation and fosters a professional to professional relationship distinguishable from supervision counseling therapy coaching or other methods. Master the essentials of effective biblical counseling—Christ centered biblical counseling is a comprehensive resource that will help you understand how to minister from God’s truth to change lives with the cumulative wisdom of almost 40 contributors with exceptional credentials and experience you’ll discover a valuable model for counseling that explains the why of biblical counseling. Why the bible is sufficient and relevant for addressing every issue we face why biblical counseling is so effective in helping people face life’s struggles in Christ’s strength. The how of biblical counseling how you can lead struggling hurting people to the hope and strength available only in Christ how to counsel in a way that is Christ centered and God glorifying. Every chapter provides a wonderful blend of theological wisdom and practical expertise and is written to be accessible to everyone who wishes to extend Christ’s love to others. Pastors, church leaders, counseling practitioners, instructors, lay people and students in this massively important new book leading figures in the biblical counseling movement set forth a wealth of wisdom we have needed this book for a long time. Dr. R. Albert Mohler, Jr., President Southern Baptist Theological Seminary Christ centered biblical counseling is warm personal gentle always wanting to listen and know the person confident in the spirit’s working through the word of Christ. Dr. Ed Welch, CCEF faculty author of Shame Interrupted this handbook provides teachers with a framework for implementing inquiry based substantive art integration across the curriculum along with the background knowledge of models needed to do this drawing on ideas from Harvard project zero the authors make a clear and compelling argument for how contemporary art supports student learning. The text features subject specific chapters co-written by teaching scholars. From that discipline each chapter includes examples of contemporary art with explanations of how these works explore the fundamental concepts of the academic discipline. The book concludes with a chapter on an integrated inquiry based curriculum inspired by contemporary art including guidelines for developing art projects. Teachers can adapt to their students’ interests and needs this resource is appropriate for art teachers as well as subject area teachers who are not familiar with using contemporary art in the classroom. For the last 40 years anthropotechnology has concentrated its efforts on the study and improvement of the working and living conditions of populations throughout the world. It guides the actors of the design processes by paying attention to the human factor its social cultural and environmental components it therefore values a conception of techniques that respect people and their ways of thinking and acting. In specific contexts this book introduces the reader to design dynamics that combine often conflicting sets of competencies but that are always anxious to respond to the contexts of the field examining the work and writings of such figures as Leslie Marmon Silko Paula Gunn Allen Audrey Lorde Alice Walker Starhawk Marion Zimmer Bradley Sonial Johnson and Mary Daly. The author illustrates how these writers and activists outline a journey toward wholeness. This is a broad introduction to the ways culture and ethnicity can affect human behavior text features original articles by international experts in the field an introductory chapter sketches conceptual and methodological issues and explains the purposes for cross-cultural psychology students or professionals interested in cross-cultural psychology or cultural or ethnic diversity. Meaning centered psychotherapy in the cancer setting provides a theoretical context for meaning centered psychotherapy. MCP is a non-pharmacologic intervention which has been shown to enhance meaning and spiritual well-being. Increasing hope improve quality of life and significantly decrease depression anxiety desire for hastened death and symptom burden distress in the cancer setting. Based on the work of Viktor Frankl and his concept of logotherapy MCP is an innovative intervention for clinicians practicing in fields of psycho oncology palliative care bereavement and cancer survivorship this volume supplements two treatment manuals meaning centered group psychotherapy MCP for patients with advanced cancer and individual meaning centered psychotherapy MCP for patients with advanced cancer by Dr. Breitbart which offer a step-wise outline to conducting a specific set of therapy sessions. The handbook provides a theoretical background on the MCP techniques provided in the treatment manuals. This volume contains chapters on adapting MCP for different cancer related populations and for different purposes and clinical problems including interventions for cancer survivors, patients adolescents and young adults with cancer, as a bereavement intervention and cultural and linguistic applications in languages such as Mandarin Spanish and Hebrew. The 21st is being recognized as the century of the person particularly in medicine and health person centered medicine as a concept and global programmatic movement developed in collaboration with the world medical association world health organization international council of nurses and 30 other institutions over a decade of annual Geneva conferences places the whole person as the center of health and as the goal and protagonist of health actions seeking the person at the center of medicine. Has meant a medicine of the person for the person by the person and with the person. Articulating science and humanism it strives for a medicine informed by evidence experience and values and aimed at the restoration and promotion of health. For all the textbook on person centered medicine reviews this perspective as it has evolved to date and its resulting knowledge base the book structure encompasses an introduction to the field and four sections on principles methods specific health fields and empowerment perspectives. Its 42 chapters are authored by 105 clinician scholars from 25 different countries across world regions North America Latin America Europe Africa the Middle East Asia and Oceania. Its vision and goals involve total health for a total person ongoing work and upcoming publications would focus on redesigning health systems fit to purpose and integrating ancestral knowledge and wisdom community members self and mutual care advances in medical science and the contributions of health relevant social sectors a milestone resource for palliative care nurses that facilitates evidence based compassionate and humanistic
care of the dying a valuable contribution to the evolving field of palliative nursing care it is authored by a model for this field bonnie freeman and brings to the bedside what her practice embodies evidence based clinically expert care the cares tool is a long needed resource and we are all grateful to the author for moving her passion to paper it will touch the lives and deaths of patients families and the nurses who care for them betty ferrell phd rn ma faan fcpn chpn professor and director division of nursing research and education city of hope national medical center from the foreword this groundbreaking reference for palliative care nurses is the first to provide realistic and achievable evidence based methods for incorporating compassionate and humanistic care of the dying into current standards of practice it builds on the author s research based cares tool a reference that synthesizes five key elements demonstrated to enable a peaceful death as free from suffering as possible comfort airway management management of restlessness and delirium emotional and spiritual support and selfcare for nurses the book describes step by step how nurses can easily implement the basic tenets of the cares tool into their end of life practice it provides a clearly defined plan that can be individualized for each patient and tailored to specific family needs and facilitates caring for the dying in the most respectful and humane way possible the book identifies the most common symptom management needs in dying patients and describes in detail the five components of the cares paradigm and how to implement them to enable a peaceful death and minimize suffering it includes palliative care prompts founded on 29 evidence based recommendations and the national consensus project for palliative care clinical practice guidelines the resource also addresses the importance of the nurse to act as a patient advocate how to achieve compassionate communication with the patient and family and barriers and challenges to compassionate care case studies emphasize the importance of compassionate nursing care of the dying and how it can be effectively achieved key features provides nurses with a clear understanding of the most common needs of the dying and supplies practical applications to facilitate and improve care clarifies the current and often complex literature on care of the dying includes case studies illustrating the most common needs of dying patients and how these are addressed effectively by the cares tool based on extensive evidence as well as on the national consensus project for palliative care clinical practice guidelines bonnie freeman dnp anp rn achpn is an adult nurse practitioner in the department of supportive care medicine at the city of hope national medical center in duarte california she is involved with treating the symptom management needs of many chronically and terminally ill individuals diagnosed with various forms of cancer dr freeman trained at such excellent facilities as the in patient units at san diego hospice and the institute of palliative medicine in san diego california and the home care hospice program in owensboro kentucky while in kentucky she completed her advanced practice clinical training for adult nurse practitioners with a specialty focus on palliative care through vanderbilt university in nashville tennessee this program exposed dr freeman to current concepts in caring for the dying and enhanced her already significant clinical experience caring for dying individuals acquired from over 30 years working in critical care dr freeman obtained her msn from indiana wesleyan university and her dnp from azusa pacific university in azusa california contributors tracey das gupta mn rn con is director of interprofessional practice at sunnybrook health sciences centre in toronto ontario canada she is also the coleader of the quality dying initiative with dr jeff myers tracey has been passionate about health care quality of life and leadership since becoming a nurse in 1991 her decision to become a nurse was influenced by her father who lived with muscular dystrophy ms das gupta has fulfilled various frontline nursing roles along the continuum of care and has had the opportunity to continue to grow in leadership roles such as educator professional practice leader and director of nursing practice in her current role she also provides leadership for the development and implementation of sunnybrook s interprofessional care ipc strategy margaret fitch phd mscn is a nurse researcher and holds an appointment at the bloomberg faculty of nursing and school of graduate studies at the university of toronto she also serves as expert lead for cancer survivorship and patient experience for the person centered perspective portfolio of the canadian partnership against cancer she is also editor in chief for the canadian oncology nursing journal dr fitch has an extensive publication record based on her many years of research regarding patient perspectives coping and adaptation with illness and screening for psychosocial distress she has particular expertise in measurement and evaluation qualitative methods and knowledge integration during her career she has held clinical and administrative positions and has maintained an ongoing role in education of both undergraduate and graduate students and health professionals in practice a milestone resource for palliative care nurses that facilitates evidence based compassionate and humanistic care of the dying a valuable contribution to the evolving field of palliative nursing care it is authored by a model for this field bonnie freeman and brings to the bedside what her practice embodies evidence based clinically expert care the cares tool is a long needed resource and we are all grateful to the author for moving her passion to paper it will touch the lives and deaths of patients families and the nurses who care for them betty ferrell phd rn ma faan fcpn chpn professor and director division of nursing research and education city of hope national medical center from the foreword this groundbreaking reference for palliative care nurses is the first to provide realistic and achievable evidence based methods for incorporating compassionate and humanistic care of the dying into current standards of practice it builds on the author s research based cares tool a reference that synthesizes five key elements demonstrated to enable a peaceful death as free from suffering as possible comfort airway management management of restlessness and delirium emotional and spiritual support and selfcare for nurses the book describes step by step how nurses can easily implement the basic tenets of the cares tool into their end of life practice it provides a clearly defined plan that can be individualized for each patient and tailored to specific family needs and facilitates caring for the dying in the most respectful and humane way possible the book identifies the most common symptom management needs in dying patients and describes in detail the five components of the cares paradigm and how to implement them to enable a peaceful death and minimize suffering it includes palliative care prompts founded on 29 evidence based recommendations and the national consensus project for palliative care clinical practice guidelines the resource also addresses the importance of the nurse to act as a patient advocate how to achieve compassionate communication with the patient and family and barriers and challenges to compassionate care case studies emphasize the importance of compassionate nursing care of the dying and how it can be effectively
achieved key features provides nurses with a clear understanding of the most common needs of the dying and supplies practical applications to facilitate and improve care clarifies the current and often complex literature on care of the dying includes case studies illustrating the most common needs of dying patients and how these are addressed effectively by the cares tool based on extensive evidence as well as on the national consensus project for palliative care clinical practice guidelines

**Communicating Health 2015-05-13**

the culture centred approach offered in this book argues that communication theorizing ought to locate culture at the centre of the communication process such that the theories are contextually embedded and co constructed through dialogue with the cultural participants the discussions in the book situate health communication within local contexts by looking at identities meanings and experiences of health among community members and locating them in the realm of the structures that constitute health the culturecentred approach foregrounds the voices of cultural members in the co constructions of health risks and in the articulation of health problems facing communities ultimately the book provides theoretical and practical suggestions for developing a culture centred understanding of health communication processes

**Culture-centered Music Therapy 2002**

an in depth exploration of taking culture inclusive perspectives for practice theory and research in music therapy part one outlines premises for the argument examining basic concepts such as culture humankind meaning musicking and the nature nurture debate part two highlights how culture centered music therapy may be practiced in part three implications for describing and understanding music therapy are discussed including a chapter on how to define music therapy as practice discipline and profession a culture inclusive model of the music therapy process is also proposed part four suggests approaches to music therapy research within a culture centered context

**Integrated Marketing Communications in Risk and Crisis Contexts 2021-03-09**

tegrated marketing communications in risk and crisis contexts is part of the lexington books integrated marketing communication imc series the authors present a culture centered model for examining risk and crisis communication within the context of imc to provide a more robust understanding of myriad cultural variables affecting the perception of risk and crisis messages and the means by which these messages are processed by different publics particularly multicultural and international groups while the conceptualization of what constitutes imc has been broad from the perspective of risk and crisis communication the focus is quite specific all communication and messages created and disseminated in a risk or crisis situation must be carefully created and strategically presented if the intended outcomes associated with the publics responses are to be realized by the sender of the messages
drawing on the culture centered approach cca this book re imagines culture as a site for resisting the neocolonial framework of neoliberal
governmentality culture emerged in the 20th century as a conceptual tool for resisting the hegemony of west centric interventions in development
disrupting the assumptions that form the basis of development this turn to culture offered radical possibilities for decolonizing social change but in
response necolonial development institutions incorporated culture into their strategic framework while simultaneously deploying political and
economic power to silence transformative threads this rise of culture as development corresponded with the global rise of neo liberal
governmentality incorporating culture as a tool for globally reproducing the logic of capital using examples of transformative social change
interventions this book emphasizes the role of culture as a site for resisting capitalism and imagining rights based sustainable and socialist futures
in particular it attends to culture as the basis for socialist organizing in activist and party politics in doing so culture participation and social change
offers a framework of inter linkage between marxist analyses of capital and cultural analyses of colonialism it concludes with an anti colonial
framework that re imagines the academe as a site of activist interventions

Hidden Messages in Culture-Centered Counseling 1999-12-01

hidden messages in culture centered counseling offers the first comprehensive overview of the triad training model for counselor education first
introduced by paul b pedersen about twenty years ago this model has been widely used across counseling and counselor education programs
both in university settings and in continuing education workshops the theory behind the triad training model has been touched on in other literature
but nowhere has it been brought together and presented in a unified format in this text he presents the theoretical underpinnings of the model
drawing from counseling but also social psychology and other fields also shown are the major applications of the model in counselor training and
education some of the nontraditional applications and a demonstration of its flexibility to a wide range of professional practical clinical and
academic contexts pedersen offers a wide ranging review of the key literature on the model its applications and the various theoretical currents
from which it derives

Culture-Centered Counseling and Interviewing Skills 1993-10-26

this practical guide for developing and using culture centered counseling and interviewing skills is appropriate for students teachers and
professionals in schools colleges and clinics
pedersen advances an active approach to breaking down cultural barriers in the interest of accurate diagnosis and treatment he emphasises that cultural understanding can be used as a tool of accuracy indispensable to the practice of good counselling

culturally competent group leadership begins with communication microskills and the ability to predict group members responses competence in multiple approaches to group process awareness that all groupwork is multicultural and group strategies stages and multiple theories effective group leadership begins with communication skills students will learn and master the specific microskills of group leadership and how they affect group process and equally important they will discover that they can anticipate how individuals and the group will respond to their interventions understanding of group process students will learn how to observe groups from multiple perspectives and then integrate that knowledge into the here and now and of their own group work multicultural awareness all group work is multicultural students will examine their own cultural heritage and multiple identities of race ethnicity gender religion and spirituality age sexual orientation national origin socioeconomic status physical and mental abilities multiple group strategies integrated into the here and now students will learn and master the stages of the group session with special attention to confrontation and challenge they will learn to manage task groups and psyhoeducational training they will discover basic strategies of person centered theme centered cognitive behavioral and consciousness raising groups

this book focuses on reproductive justice through a culturally centered and intersectional lens the autoethnographic nature of each chapter allows contributors to unpack issues surrounding reproductive justice from their perspectives and allows readers to look towards understanding the issue from a personal and structural level

an intellectual journey into the theory of culture drawing on detailed analyses of myths that were tape recorded in amerindian languages and
A Discourse-Centered Approach to Culture 2000

human centered leadership in healthcare is a new leadership model based on the theory of complex systems it addresses the requirement for healthcare organizations to develop environments that produce market leading outcomes which demonstrate value for patients since healthcare is a human centric industry it requires care for the leaders the staff and the patients the human centered leadership model embraces the leader s focus on self care and mindfulness while simultaneously focusing outward on others the leader at the center adopts the attributes of the awakener the connector and the upholder which result in practices leading to sustained quality outcomes patient and staff satisfaction and a healthy work environment these practices and outcomes can be described as cultures of excellence trust and caring the human centered leader in healthcare understands that it starts with you but it s not about you kay kennedy lucy leclerc and susan p campis goal for human centered leadership in healthcare is to develop the people who lead the people who care for the people

Human-Centered Leadership in Healthcare 2021-09-07

the apa psychotherapy videotape series lets you watch some of the country s top psychotherapists in unscripted unrehearsed and wholly spontaneous sessions demonstrating the techniques and interventions that spring from different orientations for in depth information about apa videos visit apa org videos

Culture-Centered Counseling 2004-01-01

over recent years many new technologies have been introduced to drive the digital transformation in the building maintenance industry the current trend in digital evolution involves data driven decision making which opens new opportunities for an energy centered maintenance model artificial intelligence and machine learning are helping the maintenance team to get to the next level of maintenance intelligence to provide real time early warning of abnormal equipment performance this edition follows the same methodology as the first it provides detailed descriptions of the latest technologies associated with artificial intelligence and machine learning which enable data driven decision making processes about the equipment
s operation and maintenance technical topics discussed in the book include different maintenance types and the need for energy centered maintenance the centered maintenance model energy centered maintenance process measures of equipment and maintenance efficiency and effectiveness data driven energy centered maintenance model digitally enabled energy centered maintenance tasks artificial intelligence and machine learning in energy centered maintenance model capabilities and analytics rules building management system schematics the book contains a detailed description of the digital transformation process of most of the maintenance inspection tasks as they move away from being manually triggered the book is aimed at building operators as well as those building automation companies who are working continuously to digitalize building operation and maintenance procedures the benefits are reductions in the equipment failure rate improvements in equipment reliability increases in equipment efficiency and extended equipment lifespan

Data Driven Energy Centered Maintenance 2021-07-19

student centered oral history explores the overlaps of culturally relevant teaching student centered teaching and oral history to demonstrate how this method empowers students especially those from historically underrepresented communities with tangible tools like lesson plans and reflection sheets available to download as eresources from the book’s website each interactive chapter is applicable to classrooms and age groups across the globe educators from all levels of experience will benefit from step by step guides and lesson plans all organized around guiding questions these lessons coach students and educators from start to finish through a student centered oral history background research historical context cultivating a culture of consent analysis promotion and gratitude are among the many lessons taught beyond writing questions and interviewing with a specific focus on the ethics influencing a teacher’s role as guide and grader of a student centered oral history this book also highlights successful approaches across the world of students and teachers discovering oral history these examples reveal how student centered oral history empowers academic achievement radicalizes knowledge develops relationships and promotes community engagement this book is a useful tool for any students and scholars interested in oral history in an educational setting

Student-Centered Oral History 2024-04-23

your straightforward resource for coaching partnerships that focus on student learning teaching in today’s classrooms is different so why shouldn’t coaching strategies evolve too shift the conversation from teacher shoulds to innovative systems and structures that build lasting student success this powerful follow up to diane sweeney’s student centered coaching a guide for k-8 coaches and principals is a strategy packed roadmap to dynamic teacher coach collaborations in middle and high schools written for coaches who work with secondary teachers in all content areas student centered coaching at the secondary level offers rich case studies and practical tips and tools coaches and administrators get real world
Specifics on core practices for tackling the unique challenges of coaching across a variety of content areas at the secondary level extending coaching to teams of teachers rather than just individuals using standards such as the common core to coach toward specific goals for student learning embedding formative assessments into coaching conversations moving past teacher resistance working in tandem with principals to ensure that coaching accomplishes the goal of increased student learning with graphic organizers planning matrices and other valuable resources this step by step guide is your ultimate roadmap to coaching success by focusing coaching on student learning rather than on fixing teachers you can make a measurable impact on student achievement this book provides both veteran and novice instructional coaches and school leaders with practical tips and tools they can use to move instructional coaching from focusing on teacher behavior to focusing on student learning it offers strategies to help demonstrate the direct impact that coaching has on student achievement deborah mitchell new teacher induction coordinator merced union high school district merced ca

**Student-Centered Coaching at the Secondary Level 2013-03-25**

In a time of globally changing environments and economic challenges many institutions of higher education are attempting to reform by promoting standardization approaches meaning centered education explores the counter tide for an alternative vision of education where students and instructors engage in open meaning making processes and self organizing educational practices in one contributed volume meaning centered education provides a comprehensive introduction to current scholarship and pedagogical practice on meaning centered education international contributors explore how modern educational scholars and practitioners all around the world are implementing a comprehensive framework that supports meaning making in a classroom this edited collection is a valuable resource for higher education faculty and scholars interested in renewing the deep purposes of higher education

**Meaning-Centered Education 2013-04-12**

Dr pedersen discusses with jon carlson the competencies needed in culture centered counseling and conducts a counseling session with a young hispanic woman

**Culture-centered Counseling 2007-08**
as we dive deep into the humanistic paradigm in society and in business the models and narrative of business must change the human centric dynamic places people at the center of sustainable value creation therefore leaders must shine the light on talent and people the book co creating talent and human centered organizations organization development od perspectives is an elaboration of the concepts to developing talent masters and build high value organizations through cultivating enduring human capabilities and tapping into our collective capacities based on the od field s fundamental values the focus is therefore on enhancing the capacity of leaders to build resilient organizations the book is informed by the realization that most organizational routines and boundaries inhibit and deplete enduring human capabilities and tendencies recognizing that organizations are open organizational systems the book creates space for readers leaders managers and od professionals to continually reframe their cognitive and emotional frameworks towards high value organizational cultures that would help co create sustainable futures leveraging on the informal interpretations impressions insights and interventions of organization development od tacit knowledge and deep smarts this book focuses on concepts targeted at charting the talent journey identify cultural gaps in the workforce modernize the learning development architecture and enhancing intentional change effort and purposeful enactment across all organizational members the book leverages on organization development od science theory practices and values and the role of appreciative leadership in developing talent in contemporary organizations whole system thinking and co creation of possibilities are central principles in this book the book is informed by the increasing need for organizations to holistically prioritize the talent agenda and continuously drive competitiveness and performance through workforce optimization approaches this is necessitated by the emergence of multi generational workforce the pervasive impact of technology increasing talent mobility shifts towards increased reliance on virtual teams and the effects of globalization on the talent landscape

Co-Creating Talent and Human-Centered Organizations 2023-07-01

this book explores a more human centered development pathway associated with the ideological shift from quantity to quality growth in the new era of chinese urbanization sustainable urban and rural planning should be people centered and concerned about urban rural coordination the authors argue that successful urban and rural development in china should promote social equity culture diversity economic prosperity and sustainable built form this book prompts chinese urbanists to reconsider and explore a sustainable and people first planning approach with chinese characteristics the breadth and depth of this book is of particular interest to the faculty members students practitioners and the general public who are interested in subjects like urban and regional planning rural planning housing and community development infrastructure planning climate change and ecological planning environmental planning social equity and beyond this book dealing with human centered urban planning and development rural planning and urban rural coordination in china is part of a 2 volume set volume ii discusses human centered urban design and placemaking human activities and urban mobility
Human-Centered Urban Planning and Design in China: Volume I 2021-11-15

student centered coaching will change the conversation about coaching in this country sweeney shows us how vital it is to focus our coaching efforts on the ultimate beneficiary the student ellin oliver keene author and consultant an excellent resource that should be on the bookshelf of every principal and instructional coach roberto pamas principal o w holmes middle school alexandria va improve student outcomes with data driven coaching student centered coaching is grounded in a simple but powerful premise school based coaching can be designed to directly impact student learning when the focus is shifted from fixing teachers to collaborating with them in designing instruction that targets student achievement coaching becomes both more respectful and results based the book also underscores the critical role of the principal in developing systems and structures for supporting teacher development and fostering a culture of learning each chapter includes a model for designing and implementing student centered coaching data driven coaching tools and techniques focused on student learning a framework for measuring the coaching s impact specific practices for leading a student centered coaching effort also included are exercises designed to promote coach and principal collaboration giving them essential tools for enhancing student achievement

Student-Centered Coaching 2010-11-19

find out what happens when companies stop competing and start collaborating off centered leadership considers an innovative approach to business by exploring what happens when companies stop competing and start collaborating both externally in the marketplace and internally in building a culture of communication trust and alignment brimming with lessons on entrepreneurship and culture from the founder of dogfish head craft brewery one of the fastest growing independent brewery in the country members of his leadership team and external mentors from the worlds of business and art this game changing text turns competition on its head by showcasing how competing organizations can work together and with other local businesses to reach a common goal the text dives into how dogfish head has blazed a new trail through the development of a revolutionary business model that has called upon musicians community organizations and even other breweries to keep product development fresh and create engaging customer experiences this book documents and addresses the growing pains a company experiences as it evolves from the awkward early start up years into a mid sized sustainable company with hundreds of co workers calagione is candid in sharing his personal leadership challenges and success and calls on other seasoned vets inside and outside the company who inform and influence the journey of growth and creative expression dogfish head is on this book is rich with practical information entrepreneurs and business people can apply to their own professional journeys competition has long been the name of the game in the business world but what if there was a different way to approach business the collaboration over competition approach to business has been proven to foster positivity productivity and ultimately success by partnering with your competition instead of trying to outsell them you could actually create a memorable customer experience that will have people coming back for more internally as well the dogfish approach has evolved and is not traditional org chart driven top down leadership calagione shared the challenges of evolving from a founder driven entrepreneurial company where he was the sole creative and strategic director
into a more collaborative collective where he is now one of many creative and strategic voices in the company discover the methods and approaches dogfish head has used to grow a rich diverse leadership team and evolve from a company basing decisions on the gut and whims of a founder to one with a more robust wholistic strategic approach in a way that allows them to stay creative and maintain their irreverent off centered culture discover how ditching your competitive nature and embracing collaboration can allow you to better serve your customers explore innovative solutions to the challenges that today’s businesses face consider how your company can grow through the collaboration over competition business model leverage the experiences of other companies to truly understand how collaboration can contribute to your business success off centered leadership is a groundbreaking book that explores the power of collaboration within the business world

**Off-Centered Leadership 2016-02-12**

far from being a how to manual for a certain model of planting this book is designed to inform your thinking and working to bring a christ centered spirit empowered socially responsible church to your unique context taking into account the scriptures unique calling your unique wiring and the demands of the host culture this book will serve as a helpful guide as you develop a biblical contextual and authentic philosophy of ministry for the new church

**Church Forward: How to Plant Christ Centered, Spirit Empowered, Socially Responsible Churches in Every Nation 2015-09-29**

today’s most prominent thought leaders weigh in on the learning paradigm calling for institutional change and responsibility for learning positive outcomes this book helps leaders develop structures and processes that allow for more flexibility and creativity explore all facets of the learning paradigm from developing a change receptive environment and engaging constituencies to strategic planning governance and more

**Establishing and Sustaining Learning-Centered Community Colleges 2005**

human beings have vast resources for social personal and spiritual growth this project presents some of the thoughts ideas and notions of writers who have dedicated themselves to an approach that facilitates the emergence of the self that one truly is the differing perspectives reflect a deep commitment to a process that is in many ways indefinable yet each writer presents a snapshot of a process that is incredible to behold and
**Person-Centered/Client-Centered 2003-09-30**

The American way of producing health is failing. It continues to rank very low among developed countries on our most vital need to live a long and healthy life despite the well-intentioned actions on the part of government life sciences and technology. The most important resource for achieving our full health potential is ourselves. This book is about how you can do so and how others can help you. Dwight McNeill introduces Person-centered Health Analytics (PCHA) and shows how you can use it to master five everyday behaviors that cause and perpetuate most chronic diseases. Using person-centered health analytics to live longer combines deep insight, a comprehensive framework, and practical tools for living longer and healthier lives. It offers a clear path forward for both individuals and stakeholders including providers, payers, health promotion companies, technology innovators, government, and analytics practitioners.

**Using Person-Centered Health Analytics to Live Longer 2015-03-19**

As a contribution to the emerging healthcare quality movement, patient advocacy for healthcare quality strategies for achieving patient-centered care is distinct from any others of its kind in its focus on the consumer's perspective and in its emphasis on how advocacy can influence change at multiple social levels. This introductory volume synthesizes patient advocacy from a multi-level approach and is an ideal text for graduate and professional students in schools of public health, nursing, and social work.

**Patient Advocacy for Health Care Quality: Strategies for Achieving Patient-Centered Care 2008-05-02**

The 13th International Conference on Human Computer Interaction (HCI) International 2009 was held in San Diego, California, USA, July 19-24, 2009, jointly with the Symposium on Human Interface Japan 2009, the 8th International Conference on Engineering Psychology and Cognitive Ergonomics, the 5th International Conference on Universal Access in Human Computer Interaction, the third International Conference on Virtual and Mixed Reality, the third International Conference on Internationalization Design and Global Development, the third International Conference on Online Communities and Social Computing, the 5th International Conference on Augmented Cognition, the Second International Conference on Digital Human Modeling, and the first International Conference on Human Centered Design. A total of 4,348 individuals from academia, research institutes, industry, and government...
agencies from 73 countries submitted contributions and 1 397 papers that were judged to be of high scientific quality were included in the program
these papers dress the latest research and development efforts and highlight the human aspects of the design and use of computing systems the
papers accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the entire field of human computer interaction addressing major advances in knowledge and
effective use of computers in a variety of application areas

**Human Centered Design 2009-07-14**

translators want to take their readers into account but traditional translation theory does not offer much advice on how to do that user centered
translation uct offers practical tools and methods to help empower translators to act for their readers this book will help readers to create mental
models such as personas test translations with usability testing methods carry out reception research including assignments case studies and real
life scenarios ranging from the translation of user instructions and eu texts to literary and audiovisual translation this is an essential guide for
students translators and researchers

**User-Centered Translation 2014-12-05**

traditionally internationalization efforts in higher education have been rooted in neo liberal transactional models that restrict or compromise the
space for meaningful exchanges of socio cultural capital recently researchers and practitioners in the international education field have taken issue
with programming and practices in education abroad international student recruitment and internationalization of the curricula that perpetuate
systems of imbalance fossilize prejudices adversely impact host communities abroad and limit student learning to the confines of the western
epistemological traditions as a result scholars and practitioners are creating new paradigms for engagement and exchange people centered
approaches toward the internationalization of higher education is an essential scholarly publication that examines the praxis of internationalization
in higher education with empirical research and relevant models of practice that approach the topic critically and responsibly the book innovates
and re humanizes internationalization efforts including education abroad international recruitment international scholar and student services and
internationalization of curriculum by focusing on the people and communities touched intentionally and unintentionally by said efforts it is ideal for
higher education faculty education professionals academic advisors academicians administrators curriculum designers researchers and students

**People-Centered Approaches Toward the Internationalization of Higher Education 2020-08-14**
drawing on historical writings about mental health consultation and on contemporary research and theory jonathan sandoval lucidly explains the consultee centered approach to consultation the book provides an expert foundation on which to build a training program for future school based consultants written for graduate students in school psychology counseling psychology special education and social work this book is an invaluable resource for mental health professionals working in schools who wish to upgrade their professional skills and grow as reflective practitioners individual chapters describe different stages in the consultation process outline the processes characterized in each stage detail useful consultant skills review pertinent research discuss the ethical principles underlying practice and suggest self monitoring questions for student consultants featuring a step by step developmental model of the consultee centered consultation process this book encourages consultants to prioritize those characteristics that contribute to a consultee s work difficulty in addition to assessing the client more generally by detailing this unique approach this concise volume provides an applicable contextualized and strategic form of consultation and fosters a professional to professional relationship distinguishable from supervision counseling therapy coaching or other methods

An Introduction to Consultee-Centered Consultation in the Schools 2013-12-04

master the essentials of effective biblical counseling christ centered biblical counseling is a comprehensive resource that will help you understand how to minister from god s truth to change lives with the cumulative wisdom of almost 40 contributors with exceptional credentials and experience you ll discover a valuable model for counseling that explains the why of biblical counseling why the bible is sufficient and relevant for addressing every issue we face why biblical counseling is so effective in helping people face life s struggles in christ s strength the how of biblical counseling how you can lead struggling hurting people to the hope and strength available only in christ how to counsel in a way that is christ centered and god glorifying every chapter provides a wonderful blend of theological wisdom and practical expertise and is written to be accessible to everyone who wishes to extend christ s love to others pastors church leaders counseling practitioners instructors lay people and students in this massively important new book leading figures in the biblical counseling movement set forth a wealth of wisdom we have needed this book for a long time dr r albert mohler jr president southern baptist theological seminary christ centered biblical counseling is warm personal gentle always wanting to listen and know the person confident in the spirit s working through the word of christ dr ed welch ccef faculty author of shame interrupted

Christ-Centered Biblical Counseling 2021-05-04

this handbook provides teachers with a framework for implementing inquiry based substantive art integration across the curriculum along with the background knowledge of models needed to do this drawing on ideas from harvard project zero the authors make a clear and compelling argument for how contemporary art supports student learning the text features subject specific chapters co written by teaching scholars from that discipline
each chapter includes examples of contemporary art with explanations of how these works explore the fundamental concepts of the academic discipline the book concludes with a chapter on an integrated inquiry based curriculum inspired by contemporary art including guidelines for developing art projects teachers can adapt to their students interests and needs this resource is appropriate for art teachers as well as subject area teachers who are not familiar with using contemporary art in the classroom

**Art-Centered Learning Across the Curriculum 2014-08-15**

for the last 40 years anthropotechnology has concentrated its efforts on the study and improvement of the working and living conditions of populations throughout the world it guides the actors of the design processes by paying attention to the human factor its social cultural and environmental components it therefore values a conception of techniques that respect people and their ways of thinking and acting in specific contexts this book introduces the reader to design dynamics that combine often conflicting sets of competencies but that are always anxious to respond to the contexts of the field

**Inside Anthropotechnology 2017-08-10**

examining the work and writings of such figures as leslie marmon silko paula gunn allen audre lorde alice walker starhawk marion zimmer bradley sonial johnson and mary daly the author illustrates how these writers and activists outline a journey toward wholeness

**The Search for a Woman-centered Spirituality 1992-07**

this is a broad introduction to the ways culture and ethnicity can affect human behavior text features original articles by international experts in the field an introductory chapter sketches conceptual and methodological issues and explains the purposes for cross cultural psychology students or professionals interested in cross cultural psychology or cultural or ethnic diversity

**Psychology and Culture 1994**
meaning centered psychotherapy in the cancer setting provides a theoretical context for meaning centered psychotherapy mcp a non pharmalogic intervention which has been shown to enhance meaning and spiritual well being increase hope improve quality of life and significantly decrease depression anxiety desire for hastened death and symptom burden distress in the cancer setting based on the work of viktor frankl and his concept of logotherapy mcp is an innovative intervention for clinicians practicing in fields of psycho oncology palliative care bereavement and cancer survivorship this volume supplements two treatment manuals meaning centered group psychotherapy mcgp for patients with advanced cancer and individual meaning centered psychotherapy imcp for patients with advanced cancer by dr Breitbart which offer a step wise outline to conducting a specific set of therapy sessions in addition to providing a theoretical background on the mcp techniques provided in the treatment manuals this volume contains chapters on adapting mcp for different cancer related populations and for different purposes and clinical problems including interventions for cancer survivors caregivers of cancer patients adolescents and young adults with cancer as a bereavement intervention and cultural and linguistic applications in languages such as mandarin spanish and hebrew

Meaning-Centered Psychotherapy in the Cancer Setting 2016-12-23

the 21st is being recognized as the century of the person particularly in medicine and health person centered medicine as a concept and global programmatic movement developed in collaboration with the world medical association world health organization international council of nurses and 30 other institutions over a decade of annual geneva conferences places the whole person as the center of health and as the goal and protagonist of health actions seeking the person at the center of medicine has meant a medicine of the person for the person by the person and with the person articulating science and humanism it strives for a medicine informed by evidence experience and values and aimed at the restoration and promotion of health for all the textbook on person centered medicine reviews this perspective as it has evolved to date and its resulting knowledge base the book structure encompasses an introduction to the field and four sections on principles methods specific health fields and empowerment perspectives its 42 chapters are authored by 105 clinician scholars from 25 different countries across world regions north america latin america europe africa the middle east asia and oceania its vision and goals involve total health for a total person ongoing work and upcoming publications would focus on redesigning health systems fit to purpose and integrating ancestral knowledge and wisdom community members self and mutual care advances in medical science and the contributions of health relevant social sectors

Person Centered Medicine 2023-04-13

a milestone resource for palliative care nurses that facilitates evidence based compassionate and humanistic care of the dying a valuable contribution to the evolving field of palliative nursing care it is authored by a model for this field bonnie freeman and brings to the bedside what her
practice embodies evidence based clinically expert care the cares tool is a long needed resource and we are all grateful to the author for moving her passion to paper it will touch the lives and deaths of patients families and the nurses who care for them betty ferrell phd rn ma faan fcpn cpn professor and director division of nursing research and education city of hope national medical center from the foreword this groundbreaking reference for palliative care nurses is the first to provide realistic and achievable evidence based methods for incorporating compassionate and humanistic care of the dying into current standards of practice it builds on the author s research based cares tool a reference that synthesizes five key elements demonstrated to enable a peaceful death as free from suffering as possible comfort airway management management of restlessness and delirium emotional and spiritual support and selfcare for nurses the book describes step by step how nurses can easily implement the basic tenets of the cares tool into their end of life practice it provides a clearly defined plan that can be individualized for each patient and tailored to specific family needs and facilitates caring for the dying in the most respectful and humane way possible the book identifies the most common symptom management needs in dying patients and describes in detail the five components of the cares paradigm and how to implement them to enable a peaceful death and minimize suffering it includes palliative care prompts founded on 29 evidence based recommendations and the national consensus project for palliative care clinical practice guidelines the resource also addresses the importance of the nurse to act as a patient advocate how to achieve compassionate communication with the patient and family and barriers and challenges to compassionate care case studies emphasize the importance of the most common needs of the dying and supplies practical applications to facilitate and improve care clarifies the current and often complex literature on care of the dying includes case studies illustrating the most common needs of dying patients and how these are addressed effectively by the cares tool based on extensive evidence as well as on the national consensus project for palliative care clinical practice guidelines bonnie freeman dnp anp rn achpn is an adult nurse practitioner in the department of supportive care medicine at the city of hope national medical center in duarte california she is involved with treating the symptom management needs of many chronically and terminally ill individuals diagnosed with various forms of cancer dr freeman trained at such excellent facilities as the in patient units at san diego hospice and the institute of palliative medicine in san diego california and the home care hospice program in owensboro kentucky while in kentucky she completed her advanced practice clinical training for adult nurse practitioners with a specialty focus on palliative care through vanderbilt university in nashville tennessee this program exposed dr freeman to current concepts in caring for the dying and enhanced her already significant clinical experience caring for dying individuals acquired from over 30 years working in critical care dr freeman obtained her msn from indiana wesleyan university and her dnp from azusa pacific university in azusa california contributors tracey das gupta mn rn con is director of interprofessional practice at sunnybrook health sciences centre in toronto ontario canada she is also the colead of the quality dying initiative with dr jeff myers tracey has been passionate about health care quality of life and leadership since becoming a nurse in 1991 her decision to become a nurse was influenced by her father who lived with muscular dystrophy ms das gupta has fulfilled various frontline nursing roles along the continuum of care and has had the opportunity to continue to grow in leadership roles such as educator professional practice leader and director of nursing practice in her current role she also provides leadership for the development and implementation of sunnybrook s interprofessional care ipc strategy margaret fitch phd mscn is a nurse researcher and holds an appointment at the bloomberg faculty of nursing and school of graduate studies at the university of toronto she also serves as expert lead for cancer survivorship and patient experience for the person centered perspective portfolio of the canadian partnership against cancer she is also editor in chief for the canadian oncology nursing journal dr fitch has an extensive publication record based on her many years of research regarding patient perspectives coping and adaptation with illness and screening
for psychosocial distress she has particular expertise in measurement and evaluation qualitative methods and knowledge integration during her career she has held clinical and administrative positions and has maintained an ongoing role in education of both undergraduate and graduate students and health professionals in practice

Compassionate Person-Centered Care for the Dying 2015-02-23

a milestone resource for palliative care nurses that facilitates evidence based compassionate and humanistic care of the dying a valuable contribution to the evolving field of palliative nursing care it is authored by a model for this field bonnie freeman and brings to the bedside what her practice embodies evidence based clinically expert care the cares tool is a long needed resource and we are all grateful to the author for moving her passion to paper it will touch the lives and deaths of patients families and the nurses who care for them betty ferrell phd rn ma faan fcpn chpn professor and director division of nursing research and education city of hope national medical center from the foreword this groundbreaking reference for palliative care nurses is the first to provide realistic and achievable evidence based methods for incorporating compassionate and humanistic care of the dying into current standards of practice it builds on the author s research based cares tool a reference that synthesizes five key elements demonstrated to enable a peaceful death as free from suffering as possible comfort airway management management of restlessness and delirium emotional and spiritual support and selfcare for nurses the book describes step by step how nurses can easily implement the basic tenets of the cares tool into their end of life practice it provides a clearly defined plan that can be individualized for each patient and tailored to specific family needs and facilitates caring for the dying in the most respectful and humane way possible the book identifies the most common symptom management needs in dying patients and describes in detail the five components of the cares paradigm and how to implement them to enable a peaceful death and minimize suffering it includes palliative care prompts founded on 29 evidence based recommendations and the national consensus project for palliative care clinical practice guidelines the resource also addresses the importance of the nurse to act as a patient advocate how to achieve compassionate communication with the patient and family and barriers and challenges to compassionate care case studies emphasize the importance of compassionate nursing care of the dying and how it can be effectively achieved key features provides nurses with a clear understanding of the most common needs of the dying and supplies practical applications to facilitate and improve care clarifies the current and often complex literature on care of the dying includes case studies illustrating the most common needs of dying patients and how these are addressed effectively by the cares tool based on extensive evidence as well as on the national consensus project for palliative care clinical practice guidelines
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